Call for proposals 2/2019

For International networking in the Arctic research, especially

- Organizing or participating in EU/international project preparation meetings
- Research profiling actions in the University of Arctic thematic networks, Arctic Five collaboration, and others in the Arctic.
- Introduction and promotion of the international profile of the Arctic research groups at the University of Oulu (external services for high quality videos* or other electronic presentations of the research groups etc.)

Who can apply?

- Researchers (principal investigators = postdocs, professors) or research groups/units at the University of Oulu.
- preference to applicants who are not granted yet in 2019

This targeted call is open for all principal investigators or the heads of the research units/groups at the University of Oulu. You can propose international research networking actions, which strongly promote and initiate international cooperation between research groups in the Arctic research.

The total money allocated to this call is 20 000 €. The total sum of one grant can vary between 2500-5000 €, and the grant must be used before the end of year 2019.

Application form: https://link.webropolsurveys.com/S/C578B6C1D764BBBCD

Appendices: 1) Action plan (max 2 page) with detailed budget 2) CV (applicant /head of the research group).

The Deadline of the proposals is Sunday 1st September at 23.59 o'clock.

* contact the Communicaton unit to find UniOulu’s contract partners in video productions
Approval of submitted proposals

PROFI4 Arctic Interactions Management group of the University of Oulu will discuss and rank submitted proposals in early September 2019 and the decision will be done by 15th September.

More information:

Director, Professor Arja Rautio, Thule Institute, arja.rautio@oulu.fi p. 040 585 5776

Research coordinator Jouko Inkeröinen, Kvantum Institute, jouko.inkeroinen@oulu.fi p. 040 577 6106

More info about UArctic & Arctic Five: https://www.oulu.fi/thuleinstitute/